
Welcome to ECO Canada’s presentation on the Environmental Immigrant Bridging Program.  

The EIB Program is just one of our many programs aimed at building capacity in Canada’s 

environmental sector.  ECO Canada is a nonprofit organization founded in 1992 through the 

federal government’s sector council program.  We work with thousands of professionals, 

employers and educators across the country to identify labour market issues and develop 

solutions.  Our vision is to build the world’s leading environmental workforce. Working with 

skilled immigrants who have the competencies to help develop Canada’s environmental 

sector is just one of groups we work with to achieve our vision.
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The focus this presentation is the Environmental Immigrant Bridging Program.  We will be 

touching on why this program was developed and how we deliver this across the country in 

partnership with organizations like yours.  
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The purpose of the Environmental Immigrant Bridging Program is to provide skills to internationally 
trained immigrants with the knowledge and soft skills necessary to be successful in the 
environment sector in Canada. The goal of the program is to help skilled immigrants learn verbal 
and written communication skills, sector-specific language, and the workplace culture of Canadian 
environmental companies in order to bridge the gap towards a successful career.  The EIB Program 
is not a technical training program and is currently only available in English.
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In 2007, ECO Canada conducted a feasibility study for a Foreign Credential and Recognition 
program for the Canadian environmental sector. The literature review revealed the 
following:
• The major barriers immigrants face relate to lack of Canadian work experience, lack of 

work contacts, language skills and recognition of foreign credentials
• Employers want immigrant employees to have good language skills and an 

understanding of the Canadian work place culture

Through interviews with immigrants, employers, academics, foreign credentialing agencies 
and others, two major themes emerged:
• What immigrants want most is a way to gain Canadian work experience
• What employers want are foreign-trained professionals to understand English as used in 

the environmental sector and a familiarity and ability to work within a Canadian work 
culture

As a result of this study, ECO Canada decided to create an Environmental Immigrant 
Bridging Program with two primary goals:
1. To address retention and recruitment issues for Canadian environmental employers
2. To enable qualified immigrants to gain Canadian experience in the environmental 

sector by bridging their knowledge gap between their foreign earned qualifications and 
the Canadian environmental sector

ECO Canada had previously developed the ten curriculum modules for this training program 
through a DACUM (developing a curriculum) process in 2009-2010. The DACUM chart 
indicates competency areas identified as lacking among internationally-trained 
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professionals in the environmental sector.  The original curriculum was used in three 

pilot programs in Edmonton, Calgary and Toronto. Participants and instructors in 

three pilot projects gave feedback on the curriculum and ECO Canada revised and 

added 2 new modules to the curriculum in 2011.  The revised curriculum was used in 

the four 2012 programs in Calgary, Ottawa, Brampton and Hamilton.
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The curriculum covers areas that employers identified as requiring improvement among skilled 
immigrants to Canada. The modules are organized into 1.5 hours increments and can be organized 
into a part-time (2 increments/3 hours) or full-time (3-4 increments/4.5-6 hours) program.  
Modules highlighted in green are the new additions to the curriculum in 2011 based on feedback 
from the pilots.
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Work exposure opportunities are typically the most important part of the program for participants.  
ECO Canada is not a placement agency and we do not conduct individual job searches on behalf of 
program participants.  It is the responsibility of the partner organization to create the necessary 
employer and industry partnerships to arrange for work exposure opportunities.  ECO Canada will 
consider employer connections as part of the criteria for partnering with immigrant serving 
agencies for the EIB Program.  ECO Canada will assist host organizations through providing our 
online resources and teaching the students a process for identifying companies they want to work 
for.
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The program will be available to professional newcomers with a minimum of five years of work 
experience in the environmental sector, a degree or diploma in the environmental field, English or 
French language proficiency equal to a Canadian Language Benchmark of 7, underemployed or 
unemployed, and eligible to work in Canada. 

The course is focused on communication skills, Canadian workplace culture, and the sector-specific 
language of the environment.  The Bridging Program is not a technical training program. 

The EIB Program can be offered as a stand alone program with add-ons in terms of work experience 
opportunities.  However, some partners have found more success in finding government funding 
for their programs by partnering with an educational institution to offer technical training in the 
environment as part of their program.  The students recruited into these particular programs may 
not need to meet all eligibility criteria (eg. 5 years work experience in the environment) as they will 
be getting additional training to address skill gaps.
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What is the Environmental Sector?

One of the first tasks that ECO Canada had was to define environmental employment. Using 
thousands of environmental professionals and employers from across the country, ECO created this 
model known as the National Occupational Standards (NOS) for Environmental Employment. 

When we discuss “Environmental Employment” we are talking specifically about occupations and 
skills in three key areas:

•Environmental Protection
•Resource Management
•Environmental Sustainability

Environmental Manager is a unique subsector because it integrates skills and knowledge from all 
three sectors. 

The environmental sector is extremely broad in scope. We often joke that it ranges between “Tree 
Huggers and Oil spill lovers!” 

Website resource: http://www.eco.ca/_practitioner/certification.aspx?display=CCEPStandards. 
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For example with the site assessment and reclamation subsector we have identified the 
occupational skills required to work in the specific occupation. 
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Here’s an example of one of those job competencies.  We use those statements as the benchmark 
for our Certification Program for Environmental Professionals (EP) to ensure that professionals are 
able state their qualifications for the work that they do.  The Certification Program at ECO Canada is 
a voluntary certification as the environmental sector is unregulated, however, we hope to build in 
as much value as we can to the certification to elevate the environmental profession and the 
people who work in it. 

Regional demand for environmental professionals in different sub-sectors of specialization varies 
and ECO Canada can help to advise you which backgrounds might be more relevant to 
environmental employers in your area.  For example you wouldn’t want to hire forestry 
professionals in SK but Northern BC would be ok.  Students who are in urban areas with an 
agricultural background are difficult to place unless they are willing to move.  People with policy 
and CSR backgrounds are typically difficult to place as these positions are usually earned from the 
ground up in organizations. 
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Marketing the program to potential students in the area will be a joint effort between ECO Canada 
and the partner immigrant serving agency. ECO Canada can help by providing templates for 
brochures and website content.  ECO Canada can also advertise the program to existing members in 
our member database via mass email, our website, twitter, facebook and other social media, blogs 
and the newsletter.  Creation of web content, brochure content, printing of brochures, and 
distribution of information via media (radio, TV, newspapers, ads) will be the responsibility of the 
partner organization.

The application can be available via a survey from ECO Canada (if preferred by the partner 
organization).  All self-identified newcomers and foreign-trained professionals in the geographic 
location in ECO Canada’s member database will be notified via email when a program is available 
for applications.  Once closed, ECO Canada will pass along all complete applications to the partner 
organization.  Partners can refer to ECO Canada for assistance in determining if candidates meet 
the minimum requirements.  We strongly encourage partner organizations to conduct in-person 
interviews to assess candidates fit for the program.  The final decision on the 12-15 students for the 
program is the partner organization’s responsibility.
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Our pilot partners in 2010 - 2011: Bredin Learning Institute (Edmonton), Calgary Catholic 
Immigration Society (Calgary), FutureWatch Environment and Education Development Partners 
(Toronto)
Partners for 2012 programs were: CCIS (Calgary), Community Environment Alliance (CEA), Vitesse
Re-Skilling (Ottawa) and YWCA Hamilton
Partners for 2013 are: CCIS (Calgary), Community Environment Alliance (CEA), Vitesse Re-Skilling 
(Ottawa), YWCA Hamilton, Global Infobrokers (Saskatoon), MOSAIC (Vancouver)
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3 full time staff are required to run a successful program including the course instructor, the 
program coordinator who liaises with ECO Canada for the coordination of the program 
components, assesses candidates, conducts interviews, etc. and a career counsellor or career coach 
who can assist the students one-on-one with their resume, cover letter, and interviewing skills.  This 
is a requirement for being a partner in delivering the Bridging Program.
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The licensing fee for the EIB curriculum is $225/student/delivery and allows ECO Canada to keep 
the curriculum up-to-date and relevant to our clients. 
ECO Canada can help with initial screening of candidates (if desired) but ultimately the decision on 
finalists lies with the partners.  ECO has created a number of template documents that can be 

used/modified by partners to meet their marketing needs. Template documents include 
marketing materials, website content, FAQs, student emails, informational emails, 
application forms, follow-up surveys and evaluations, resume PDF for employers, practicum 
agreements, phone and email scripts for employers and graduation certificates.  All 
template documents are available online through the Immigrant Bridging portal for 
partners only.  

Marketing the program to students and employers is a joint effort between ECO Canada 
and our partner agencies.  In determining whether your organization would be a suitable 
partner for the EIB Program we look for the following things: 
• Ability to provide resources for 3 dedicated staff for the program 
• Past experience with Bridging programs and/or employment training for adult, 

professional newcomer audience
• Solid relationships with local employers, particularly ones that hire technical staff 
• Good reputation with newcomer clients 
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If you are interested in moving forward with hosting a delivery of the EIB Program with your 
organization please get in touch with Evelyn at immigration@eco.ca for more information.  
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Some of the most relevant areas of the website for newcomers to explore are listed here.  Your 
clients can also use over 120 occupational profiles to determine where their skills fit in the 
environmental sector.  The Job Board is the most visited part of our website as there usually over 
100 environmental job postings at any given time!
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STAY IN THE KNOW!

Be the first to know about new labour market information, industry trends, new ECO services and 
environmental issues that affect you through ECO Canada’s Communications. Sign up on our 
website for free and gain access to monthly newsletters, professional blogs and more. ECO Canada 
is also available on your favourite social media sites. Join us on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter and 
connect with other environmental professionals. 
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For questions please feel free to talk to Evelyn or Rhea at immigration@eco.ca or by phone 

at 403-233-0748. You can also contact us by Skype at evelyn.ecocanada
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